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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we consider least-square solutions of inverse problem for Hermitian 
generalized Hamiltonian matrices and their optimal approximation. We obtain a general expression 
of the least-square solution by using the singular value decomposition method. For any n × n complex 
matrix, we derive the representation f its unique optimal approximation i the least-square solutions 
set. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The least-square problem has a wide range of applications in linear optimal control, linear estimate 
theory, structure design and analysis. Many results have been obtained for this kind of problem. 
In 1976, Lovass-Nagy and Powers [1] studied the least-square solution of an inconsistent singular 
matrix equation. In 1988, Sun [2] gave a general expression of the least-square solution of the 
symmetric matrix inverse problem. Allwright [3] proposed a condition for solvability of the least- 
square solution of the simple matrix equation in positive semidefinite symmetric matrices et by 
using the convex analysis method. In 2000, Xie, Zhang and Hu [4] obtained least-square solutions 
of inverse problem for bisymmetric matrices. In this paper, we will discuss least-square solutions 
of inverse problem for Hermitian generalized Hamiltonian matrices. 
We denote by R n×'~ the set of all n × m real matrices, by C nXm the set of all n × m complex 
matrices. Let UC "~×~ stand for the set of all n × n unitary matrices. For matrices A, B E C ~×'~, 
A • B stands for the Hadamard product of A and B. The inner product of matrices A and B 
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is defined by (g,  B} = tr(BHA) and the related matr ix norm is defined by tlgll = ~ A} = 
(tr(AHA)) i/2 which is called the Frobenius norm. The set C ~x'~ equipped with this norm forms 
a complete inner space. Throughout the paper, we use I~ to denote the n x n unit matrix, 
i = xflL--T. OASR ~x~ stands for the set of all n z n orthogonal anti -symmetric matrices, that  is, 
OASR~×~ = {J  I ySy  = yyS = I~, Y = - -S ,  YE R~x~}. 
It is obvious that  for any Y E OASR ~xn, we have j2  = -I,~. Consequently, we have n = 2k, 
kEN.  
DEFINITION 1. Let J E OASR nxn, (n = 2k). Matrix A is calIed a generalized Hamiltonian 
matrix if JAY  = A H. The set of all n x n generalized Hamiltonian matrices is denoted by 
HTC ~×~. 
( 0 /0k) , theset  It is not difficult to see that the set HTC ~×~ depends upon matr ix  J .  If Y = -Ik 
HTC n×'~ reduces to the well-known Hamiltonian matrices. Throughout,  without specification, 
we always assume that  the matr ix Y is fixed. 
DEFINITION 2. Let Y E OASR ~'x~, (n -- 2k). Matrix A is said to be a Hermitian generalized 
Hamiltonian matrix if A = A g and JAY -- A g. 
Let HHC ~xn denote the set of all n x n Hermit ian generalized Hamiltonian matrices, that is, 
HHC ~×~={A]A=A H, JA J= A H, A E C ~x~, n--- 2k}. 
The problems considered in the paper are as follows. 
PROBLEM I. Given X, B E C ~xm, find a matr ix A E HHC ~×~ such that  
I IAX  - BH = min.  
PROBLEM II .  Given A* E C "xn, find a matr ix 2~ E S A such that 
A* -A  = rain [ [A* -A  H, 
AE•A 
where SA is the solution set of Problem I. 
2. PROPERT IES  AND STRUCTURE 
OF THE MATRIX  CLASS HHC n×n 
By using the properties of matr ix J ,  it is not difficult to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Given J E OASR nxn. Let P1 -- (1/2)( I  + iY), P2 = (1/2) ( I  - i J). Then P1 and P2 
are orthogonal projection matrices in Cnxn. Moreover, we have P1 + P2 = I, PiP2 = O. 
It is easy to see that  there are matrices Ui, U2 E C "×k (n = 2k) satisfying UHU1 = Ik, 
uHu2 =/k ,  and uHu2 = 0 such that P i  = UiU H, P2 = U2U H, and that  matr ix  U ~ ([71, U2) is 
a unitary matrix. 
By direct calculation, it is not difficult to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let A E HHC ~x". Then, we have 
~A~=0,  ~A~=~A,  ~A~=~A,  ~A~=0.  
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LEMMA 3. Let S = {A I A = PIMP2 + P2MHP1, VM E CnX~}. Then, it holds that S = 
HHC nxn. 
PROOF. It follows from the definitions of P1 and P2 that 
JP1 = - iP1,  P I J  = - iP~, JP2 = iP2, P2J  = iP2. 
For any A E S, there exists a matrix M E C "x"  such that A = PIMP2 + p2MHP1. This 
implies 
AH=(P1MP2)  g + (P2MHp1)H= pHMHp H + pHMpH.  
Since pH = P1, pH = P2, we deduce 
A H = P2MHp1 + PIMP2 = A, 
JA J  = JP1MP2J  + Jp2MHp~j  = - iP IM( iP2)  + iP2MH(-- iPI)  
= P1MP2 + p2MHp1 = A g. 
This means A C HHC ~x~. 
Conversely, for any A C HHC '~xn, it follows from Lemma 2 and P1 + P2 = I that 
A = (P1 + P2)A = P1AP2 + P2AP1. 
This implies A c S. Consequently, we get S = HHC nxn. 
THEOREM 1. Let Pt = U1U H, P2 = U2U H, where U1, U2 E C nxk and UHu1 = Ik, uHU2 = Ik, 
uHu2 = O, n = 2k. Denote U = (U1, U2) e C nxn and 
° } NH U H, VN E C kxk . 
Then we have S = HHC ~x~. 
PROOF. By the definitions of P1 and P2, it is easy to see that U is a unitary matrix. For any 
A E S, there exists a matrix N E C kxk such that A = U (2~ N) U H. It is clear that A H = A. 
Since a" = - i (P1 - P2) = -i(U1U1H - u2uH),  uHu1 = uHu2 = Ik and uHu2 = 0, we deduce 
( - ~ )  o uH j= ( -~/  O)UH.  Therefore, wehav e k , z k  JU  = U k iIk ' 
(o (o 
JA J  = JU  NH uH J = U NH = A. 
This implies A E HHC '~x~. 
Conversely, for any A C HHC ~x~, it follows from Lemma 3 that there is a matrix M c C ~x'~ 
such that 
A = _PIMP2 -~- P2MHp1 = UIUlttMU2U H -~- u2uHMHu1u(  
=(U1,U2) (uHOHu1 UHMU2 
o 
( o 
= u 
The proof is then completed. 
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3. THE SOLUTION OF  PROBLEM I 
The following lemma comes from [5]. 
LEMMA 4. Given X E C re×k, Y E C nxl, W E C mxl, Z E C nxk. Suppose that the matrices X 
and Y have the following singular value factorizations, respectively: 
where 
u = (u~, u2) c uc  re×m, u, ~ c ~×~, 
P = (P1, P2) E UC ~x~, P1 E C ~xt2, 
V = (V1, V2) ~ UC kxk, V~ c C kxt~, 
Q =- (Q1, Q2) E UC lxl, Q1 E C lxt2, 
E = d iag(a l , . . .  ,Gt~), Gi > 0, 1 < i < tl, r = diag(51,... ,5t2), 5j > O, 1 <_ j < te. Then the 
solution set of the problem f(A)  ~= IIAX - z IP  + IIYH A - wHIp = min consists of matrices 
A E C '~xn with the following form: 
VA22 E C (n-t2)x(m-tl), 
where 
1 
1<i  <t2 ,  l< j<t l .  ¢=(¢~j ) ,  ¢ i ; - -  ~+o~,  -- _ 
THEOREM 2. Given X, B E C ~×'~. Let uHx  = X1 E C kx'~, UHx = X2 E C kxm, UHB = 
B1 E C k×m, UH B = B2 E C k×m. Suppose that matrices Xi  and X2 have the [0110wing singular 
value foztorizations, respectiveIy: 
°0) 0 vH'  (1) 
where 
W = (W~, W2) ~ UC k×k, W~ ~ c k×~ 
M=(M1,M2)  EUC kxk, M1E C k×~, 
v = (vl, Y2) e ucm×% y~ ~ cm×L 
R= (R1,R2) E UC "~×s, R1E C '~xs, 
E = diag(al , . . . ,crr) ,  cq > 0, 1 < i < r; F = diag(51,.. . ,hs), 5j > O, 1 < j <_ s. 
Let ¢ = (Fij), T~j = 1/(5~ + Gy), 1 < i < s, 1 < j <_ r. Then the general solution of Problem I
in HHC n×n can be expressed as 
(o N) 
A=U NH 0 UH' (2) 
where 
N = W ( ¢ * (WH BI R1F + EVH BH B1R1F_ 1 E-1V1HEBH M21MH,  VE.E C (k-r)x(k-s). (3) 
PROOF. For A E HHC ~xn, by Theorem 1, there exists N E C kxk such that 
o N) U ~. (4) 
A = U NH 0 
So, we get 
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(; 
= [INX2- Bill 2 + IINHX1- B2II ~ = I INX~-  Bzll 2 ÷ IIxfN- BHl l  ~ • 
This implies that I IAX  - BII = rain, A E HHC nx" if and only if 
JINX2 - Blll 2 + ]IXHN - BH}I 2 = rain, N e C kxk. (5) 
It then follows from Lemma 4 that the solution of problem (5) can be expressed as 
N = W ( ¢* (WIHBIRI~w2Hj~IJI~I~F~_ 1 ÷ Y]V1HB2HM1) ~-Iv1HBHM2j~ ) M H, VE E C (k-r) X(k-s). (6) 
Substituting (6) into (4), we get the solution set (2) and (a) of Problem I. The proof is then 
completed. 
4.  SOLUTION OF  PROBLEM I I  
It is not difficult to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let W E C nxm, R E C ~xm, then the solution of the problern 
l i t  - RII ~ + l i t  - wI I  2 = mint  e C ~×'~ 
is T = (1/2)(R + W). 
It is easy to show that the solution set SA of Problem I is a closed convex set. Since C nxn is 
a Hilbert space, then Problem II has a unique solution. 
THEOREM 3. Let A* C C ~xn, and the conditions and symbols be the same as that in Theorem 2. 
Then, Problem II has a unique solution A in SA. Moreover, we have 
(; 
where 
lV = W ( ¢ * (WHBIR1FwHB1RIF_ ~ + svHBHM1) 
F, = 1w, H 'H A *~) U2M2. 2 2 --1 (A* + 
PROOF. For A* E C ~x~, let 
E-1VEB~M2 ) MH ' 
~= UHA, U A ~A-11 A-12" ~ 
~ A21 A22// '  
where -A l l=  U1H A*U1, .A12 = UH A*U2, -~21 = UH A*U1, A22 = UH A*U2. 
For any A E SA, by (2) and (10), we have 
,,A*-A,, 2-- A* - U ( NO H NO ) uH 2 /A-f1 A~12~ 
2, 
= I IAI ,  II 2 + 11,~,2 - Ni l  2 + I1 -~ - NI l  ~ ÷ II ~=ll 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
oN) 2 (11) 
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since 
H.fil12 -N}12 = [.fii12 - -W ( ¢* (WIHj~IIE~I~'~- V1HBHM1)WHB1/~I~_ 1 Y]-IV1;B2HM2 ) MHI2 
r~/-H2~12 M (¢*(W1HB1R1F+EV1HBHM1) E-1VHB~M2) ~ 
= - WHBIR1F -1 E 
= I[WHA12M1 -¢*  (W~BI_RII" + ~v1HBgM1)[[ 2
+ - r- Vl", M211  + IIW[ I M  - w '' Rxr- ll 
+ IIw[X  M  - Ell 
(12) 
Similarly, we have 
]1.4~ - NIl 2 = I[W fl fil~ M1 - ¢ * (WH B1R1F + EVH Bg M1) [] 2 
+ I IW~M = - ~-I~HB~M21]2+ []W~Yt~MI _ W~B1Rlr- I I I  2 (13) 
Hence, equalities (11)-(13) imply that the problem minAesA I]A* -A]I is equivalent to the fol- 
lowing problem: 
ECC(k-~) x(k-~) 
By Lemma 5, the so lut ion/ )  of problem (14) is given by (9). Substituting (9) into (3), we get 
the desired result. 
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